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This report details the final quarterly performance report of
2015 / 16 before it goes to cabinet in July. Detailed questions
can be sent to the appropriate head of service. At the last
scrutiny committee the principle was agreed to consider at
future meetings specific areas, measures or themes of
particular concern rather than simply analyse the reports line by
line
Cabinet has agreed there needs to be a review more generally
of the Corporate Plan to better reflect outcomes which are
realistic within the current financial and legislative constraints.
As such some of these measures and targets may subject to
revision and agreement by council. At this stage it is suggested
that scrutiny simply particular areas of concern (if any) to add to
a future available work programme slot

a) To consider if there are any measures within those
highlighted in paragraph 3.1 or others within the main
report to consider for future analysis
b) Alternatively consider looking at one or two linked
themes where there is cause for concern and where
future delivery looks problematic. Options could include
the decent housing priority (perhaps as part of the
Housing and Planning Act work identified at the last
meeting), street cleaning and waste or broader customer
contact and demand
c) Suggestions could be scoped with the Chair and Vice
Chair and considered at future meetings and considered
within the light of a wider review of the Corporate Plan
and priority targets
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Strategy Manager
philshreeve@norwich.gov.uk
01603 212356

1

Structure of the report

1.1

The quarterly reports to cabinet detail progress toward a number of
performance measures agreed by council as part of the Corporate Plan
and budget setting process.

1.2

Measures are grouped by corporate priority, targets agreed and
thresholds set which determines a “RAG” (Red / Amber / Green) status
of these measures

1.3

Each priority areas is given an overall status based upon the combined
relative distance away from target (hence an overall status may be
green but some individual measures may be red or amber).

2.

Overall performance

2.1

Generally each priority area at the end of 2015 / 16 is broadly on
target. However there are very obviously some areas performing below
(or indeed well above) target levels.

2.2

The report shows wherever possible both recent performance and the
direction of travel of each measure so, for example, it is possible to see
if poorer performing areas are improving or indeed if better performing
areas are showing signs of getting worse. In many cases commentary
is provided by the head of service to help detail performance.

2.3

Some measures have a time lag and whilst the most recent data are
shown, these may sometimes be from a previous period

3.

Possible areas to note

3.1

The following measures may be of interest to track into the future given
either their current status and / or direction:
•
•
•

•

•

SCL01 – street cleanliness – slightly below target and quarterly
performance down slightly
SCL02 – satisfaction with waste collection – similar reasons
FAC6 – Living Wage – The decrease between 2014/15 and 2015/16 in
the actual number of contractors etc paying the living wage hides the
fact that there has been an increase in the overall proportion to 98%.
So despite the mathematical missing of the target (owing to the way it
is expressed), it represents real success in progress towards the
intention of the measure
HCH04 – delivery of affordable housing – as noted at the previous
committee the dual impacts of national housing finance changes and
the Housing and Planning Act make this a target that is likely to require
review. If scrutiny proceed with the Housing and Planning Act as future
topic consideration of viable alternative housing solutions may be a
useful area to consider to help support the priority
HCH07 – council homes meeting the “Norwich Standard” – again
significant changes to the finance regime may make this difficult,

•

especially when balanced against other demands on housing finance
such as new homes (see above)
VFM04 and 05 – avoidable contact and channel shift – this considers
both “right first time” and to an extent switching demand to digital
channels where appropriate. These represent challenges both to
capacity within a shrinking council and meeting demand as well as
championing self serve and community resilience

